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SUMMARY
The Covid-19 pandemic rapidly accelerated what were previously predicted as 
gradual changes in how employees do their work. Hybrid workforces are already 
the norm with some employees working fully remote, others selectively returning 
to offices for a limited number of weekly days, and a minority needing or preferring 
to return full-time to branch offices or corporate headquarters. When the pandemic 
hit, organizations were faced with an immediate need to enable secure remote 
work, in many cases for their entire workforces.

In response to this new hybrid workforce landscape, IT teams scrambled to apply a 
patchwork of policies, point solutions, and strategies that ended up simultaneously 
complicating security and increasing risk. Threat actors, ever-lurking to exploit new 
weaknesses, pounced during the shift to remote work and wreaked havoc.

• A survey of 200 managers, directors, and C-suite executives in IT found that 20 
percent reported a security breach directly attributable to remote workers.

• Data breach costs increased by over $1 million per incident when remote work 
was indicated as a factor in a data breach event.

• 82 percent of IT teams experienced an increase in cyber-attacks during 2020 as 
the pandemic established a foothold over society.

With security lagging behind swift IT changes, and network traffic flows becoming 
more complex to manage, there’s a growing need for a more streamlined and 
integrated model. Secure Access Service Edge (SASE) integrates security and 
networking capabilities in a cloud- delivered, software-defined model to better 
meet today’s unique security challenges.

SASE’s lengthy deployment time calls for a managed solution to provide businesses 
with the speed and agility they need to start meeting their remote security 
challenges today.

Executive Summary
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Key Remote Work  
Security Challenges

Dissolving Perimeter 

Organizations typically depend on perimeter-based controls 
and tools to secure their data and applications. The medieval 
castle and moat model that inspired this perimeter-based 
network security approach functioned well in a world where 
most employees worked full-time at branch offices and 
corporate headquarters.

Businesses use firewalls, demilitarized zones, and switches 
to protect corporate data centers, server infrastructures, and 
applications from cyber-attacks. When employees mostly 
sat at their desks at a corporate headquarters and accessed 
applications hosted in data centers, it made sense to rely on 
these edge controls while using VPNs to support a limited 
number of remote workers.

As businesses grew and acquired smaller branch offices, 
branch-specific appliances, such as firewalls and VPN 
appliances, were seen as the way to maintain security.

However, the complexity of procuring, deploying, and 
integrating these appliances simply created more headaches 
and costs.

As the pandemic took over, VPNs were more widely deployed 
in an attempt to provide some form of control for security 
teams while IT departments tried to facilitate continued 
productivity for employees working remotely. Unfortunately, 
VPNs don’t handle high bandwidth requirements well, and 
they come with security risks.

In fact, workforce mobility renders perimeter-centric security 
controls much less effective:

• Legacy VPNs provide broad, open-door network access to 
remote users without the context-based decision- making 
needed to protect corporate resources. Too often, all it 
takes to get this broad level of access is having the correct 
credentials to log in to the VPN.

• Traditional firewall appliances only secure a small 
proportion of the traffic flows within modern corporate 
networks. Direct to Internet traffic from remote users 
working beyond the firewall also needs to be secured 
through policy enforcement at the edge.

Cloud Applications and Shadow IT
Cloud adoption continues to accelerate —66 percent 
of organizations plan to migrate more than half of 
their existing applications to the cloud within the 
next three years. Remote employees access a diverse 
range of cloud- based apps from their personal 
devices, including cloud storage services and office 
productivity suites.

Many enterprises attempt to secure access to cloud- 
based SaaS applications using convoluted and 
inefficient networking decisions, such as routing 
cloud-destined traffic from remote user devices 
through the corporate perimeter and out again to the 
Internet. This strategy often backfires by negatively 
affecting network performance and encouraging 
frustrated remote users to bypass security controls 
by accessing unsanctioned “shadow IT” cloud 
applications directly.
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Siloed Security Tools

Security leaders and teams often turn to point solutions, such 
as cloud access security brokers (CASBs) or intrusion detection 
systems, to help address their specific security challenges at 
the network edge. The problem is that security tools are rarely 
integrated with each other so that each new solution adds 
further complexity to the security stack.

Siloed security tools result in already overworked security 
teams sifting through and jumping between multiple consoles 
to get an idea of what’s happening on the network and at the 
edge. Alert fatigue takes over, and analysts can’t keep up. The 
inevitable outcome is that incidents slip through the radar 
without thorough investigation, and security gaps emerge.

One report on security tool sprawl found that 71 percent 
of respondents spend so much time managing tools that it 
impedes their ability to effectively defend against threats. And 
as those threats become more sophisticated and voluminous 
in a hybrid work landscape, organizations that fail to 
consolidate security tools face greater risks to their IT assets.

Inconsistent Policy Enforcement
Centralized security policies don’t work well on networks that 
are decentralized and distributed. Traffic from remote workers 
and even branch locations to SaaS apps and the Internet 
can bypass the very network locations at which centralized 
policies are enforced. In trying to wrestle back control over 
this possibility, network security teams create a slew of 
complex routing decisions and traffic classification rules that 
stifle network performance and increase WAN complexity.

When there are significant gaps in security policy 
enforcement, the risks of dreaded data breaches and 
compliance violations increase. Centralized policy 
management remains a worthy objective, but enforcement 
must become distributed to the level of users, devices, and 
applications.

“When there are significant gaps 
in security policy enforcement, the 
risks of dreaded data breaches and 
compliance violations increase.”

The Critical Role of  
Zero Trust 
The Zero Trust security approach has a critical role 
to play in any successful SASE implementation. The 
premise of the Zero Trust model is to never trust, 
always verify. All users and devices, whether they 
are inside or outside the network, don’t get access 
to resources unless they’re expressly authenticated 
and authorized. This approach removes any 
default, implicit level of trust from the computing 
infrastructure you control.

Access to resources is adaptive and continually 
assessed for risky or anomalous behavior. If the 
user, device, or session displays any anomalies, 
automatic and dynamic adjustments to access levels 
are implementable based on policy rules. Zero Trust 
follows the principle of least privileges to only give 
strictly necessary levels of access to resources.

Zero Trust Network Access (ZTNA) applies the Zero 
Trust concept to both the corporate WAN and any 
access to SaaS apps direct from the Internet. ZTNA 
uses a software-based approach to enforce zero 
trust principles for users, devices, and applications 
wherever they may be. The upshot is a much more 
granular level of access control driven by user and/or 
device identity rather than physical location.

Another important benefit of Zero Trust is that it 
mitigates any blind spots from using perimeter-based 
solutions.

With nobody inside the network considered trusted 
by default, access to credentials no longer gives threat 
actors free rein to move laterally and access sensitive 
corporate resources.

On its own, Zero Trust access is a powerful principle. 
When combined with and consolidated in the form 
of SASE capabilities, consistent enforcement of Zero 
Trust policies across the entire IT infrastructure 
becomes much easier without putting any extra 
burden on security teams.
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Security Consolidation
SASE consolidates your security stack by 
converging solutions such as secure web gateways 
(SWG), firewall as a service (FWaaS), data loss 
prevention (DLP), and CASB into a single delivery 
model. Reductions in complexity from tool 
integration are invaluable in helping to reduce tool 
sprawl and alert fatigue.

By accessing and managing security functions 
through one consistent platform, the burden on 
security admins lessens so they can better keep up 
with today’s dynamic security landscape. Malicious 
threat actors no longer get an automatic head start 
because they can’t take advantage of siloed tool 
stacks and evade detection.

Better Network Visibility
SASE improves network visibility and helps expose 
risky shadow IT applications in use across your 
environment. Integrating solutions like CASB, 
FWaaS, and SD-WAN provides much better visibility 
into network traffic across users, applications, 
devices, and locations. Empowered by this 
visibility, organizations can proactively block any 
unsanctioned applications before they lead to 
security incidents.

With WAN and Internet traffic passing through 
the SASE cloud, network security blind spots in 
a hybrid workforce era start to become a thing of 
the past. Network security teams get transparency 
over exactly what’s happening on the network at 
any given time.

Furthermore, operational reviews of this data can 
help to refine security policies and better detect 
threats. Security teams can easily spot sudden 
bandwidth spikes or anomalous traffic patterns 
that may indicate a threat to the network.

Simplified Policy Management and 
Consistent Enforcement
SASE’s centralized administrative interface makes 
it much easier to manage corporate security 
and network policies. Performing this policy 
management through a single console is much 
easier than decentralized policy administration, 
and it decreases the chances of gaps emerging in 
what these policies protect.

Not only does SASE simplify security 
administration, but it also enables consistent 
policy enforcement regardless of user location. 
Through a software-defined approach, 
organizations can consistently apply security 
policies for accessing the Internet, SaaS apps, and 
internally hosted resources. Whether it’s malware 
inspection or protecting sensitive data, this policy 
enforcement covers all access types from remote 
to branch offices to corporate HQ.

Cloud-Native
Businesses need security and networking 
capabilities at the device and user level so that 
distributed workforces have the same experience 
and security when accessing applications at 
home or in-branch as those at central offices. 
Combining network security and management into 
a cloud-native solution transforms controls from 
perimeter-based to user-centric.

Cloud-native networking and security support 
dramatic changes in network traffic flows, data 
locations, and user access. SASE also allows 
organizations to reduce the technical challenges 
of relying on branch appliances and legacy VPNs. 
With SASE, security traffic inspections and policy 
enforcement run seamlessly in the cloud.

Secure Access Service Edge:  
Features & Security Benefits for Remote Workforces 
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Bringing Speed and Agility to the SASE Journey  
with a Managed Solution
The benefits to hybrid workforce security promised by this new framework are numerous. SASE closes visibility gaps, 
streamlines, and dramatically strengthens anytime, anywhere access. However, companies undertaking a SASE deployment for 
the first time can often miscalculate the time and expertise needed, hindering fast and efficient implementation

The end goal, combined with more efficient network management through software-defined WAN, is to control and secure 
direct-to-Internet access, cloud applications, and on-premise systems for remote, branch, and central users. But getting to this 
end goal can require layers of expertise, time budget allocation for key project tasks such as:

• Taking an inventory of current network equipment and security 
vendor contracts

• Mapping unique business requirements into a SASE architecture 
design

• Choosing an implementation that scales with the needs and 
priorities of your business

• Researching and selecting the right SASE solution vendors

• Minimizing network speed and performance issues during SASE 
rollout

• Managing policy development

• Troubleshooting issues quickly

Not every organization has the dedicated resources to dive alone 
into such a complete transformation in networking and security 
infrastructures. In fact, the large enterprises that can complete SASE 
projects alone within any reasonable timeframe are the exception rather 
than the norm. Managed SASE services provide the deployment-ready 
expertise needed to handle these resource-intensive project tasks and 
are therefore the recommended approach to a fast and successful SASE 
transformation project.

Netrix Global is an award-winning MSSP and MSP that designs, delivers, and supports business-critical solutions for 
our clients across the full spectrum of their complex, risky, and ever-changing IT infrastructures. While other providers 
deliver commoditized projects that only address point-in-time challenges, we are unique in how we partner with our 
clients to achieve real business outcomes that create lasting value. By continuously evaluating clients’ evolving needs, 
we ensure that their solutions are always on, always secure, and fully modernized.  

1 (847) 283-7300 • info@netrixglobal.com • www.netrixglobal.com
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SASE:  
BETTER SECURITY FOR  
REMOTE WORKFORCES 

Hybrid workforces pose security and 
network management challenges 
that need to be met right now, not 
in three or five years’ time. Managed 
SASE gives your business the speed 
and agility needed to streamline 
implementation, reduce deployment 
time, and, ultimately, better position 
your organization for a successful SASE 
journey starting today. 

https://netrixglobal.com/lets-talk/



